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Abstract. Fluid flows containing dilute or dense suspensions of thin fibers are widespread in biological and industrial
processes. To describe the motion of a thin immersed fiber, or to describe the forces acting on it, it is convenient to work
with one-dimensional fiber centerlines and force densities rather than two-dimensional surfaces and surface tractions.
Slender body theories offer ways to model and simulate the motion of immersed fibers using only one-dimensional
data. However, standard formulations can break down when the fiber surface comes close to intersecting itself or other
fibers. In this paper we introduce a numerical method for a recently derived three-dimensional slender body boundary
value problem that can be stated entirely in terms of a one-dimensional distribution of forces on the centerline. The
method is based on a new completed single-layer potential formulation of fluid velocity which removes the nullspace
associated with the unmodified single layer potential. We discretize the model and present numerical results demon-
strating the good conditioning and improved performance of the method in the presence of near-intersections. To avoid
the modeling and numerical choices involved with free ends, we consider closed fibers.

1. Introduction

The use of small parameters to simplify difficult modeling and simulation problems is one of the outstanding
successes of classical applied mathematics. In fluid mechanics, one important example of a small parameter is
the aspect ratio of an immersed structure. Biological examples of slender immersed objects include microtubules
inside cells [34, 27] and cilia and flagella external to cells [32, 18, 6, 20]; many industrial processes such as
papermaking also rely on the properties of sparse or dense fiber suspensions [12, 29]. It is very appealing to work
with the one-dimensional centerlines of these thin structures rather than with their two-dimensional surfaces or
three-dimensional volumes. In addition to the computational efficiency that comes with lowering the dimension of
the problem, there are also important theoretical advantages. For example, it is much simpler to formulate a model
for the centerline density of forces on a fiber than it is to model fully two-dimensional surface tractions.

An attempt to make physical sense of forces and velocities defined on the one-dimensional centerline instead of
the two-dimensional surface is known as a slender body theory. The first generation of methods in this category
was called resistive force theory [13]. These methods were based on treating the fiber as a succession of pro-
late spheroids while ignoring nonlocal hydrodynamic interactions; that is, according to resistive force theory, the
centerline velocity at a given location depends on the local force applied there, but not on the forces applied else-
where on the fiber. Subsequent improvements accounted for nonlocal hydrodynamic effects [8, 2, 20]; a prominent
example is the Keller-Rubinow formulation [16], reformulated for a periodic fiber [35, 7]:
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This equation assumes a unit-length closed fiber with arclength parameterization γ(s); from this we define r =

γ(s) − γ(t) and e = γ′(s). The fiber radius is ε, and µ is the fluid viscosity. The first term on the right-hand side
is a local contribution to the centerline velocity from the force f imposed there, while the integral term represents
the nonlocal hydrodynamic interactions with the rest of the fiber surface. This formulation, along with refinements
that address the case where the fiber has free ends, has been widely used [14, 37, 27, 21, 18, 26, 11, 19]. However,
the resistive force theory and its nonlocal successors all assume that the fiber does not closely approach itself or
other fibers. In Keller and Rubinow’s derivation [16] this assumption is expressed in their choice of an expression
for the velocity in the inner region using the method of matched asymptotic expansions. More generally, it has not
been clear exactly which fully three-dimensional problem any of the prior slender body theories are approximating,
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that is, they are not derived from a boundary value problem (BVP) with explicit boundary conditions at the fiber
surface.

More recently, some of us presented a well-posed three-dimensional BVP [25] given only the one-dimensional
centerline force density, which we summarize as follows. We assume that the length scales for the flow problem
are small enough that the Stokes model is appropriate. Writing u for velocity, p for pressure, and µ for viscosity,
the PDE for the fluid domain is:

(2) 0 = −∇p + µ∇2u, 0 = ∇ · u.
This PDE must be augmented by boundary conditions. We assume that the fluid is infinite in extent and quiescent,
that is, u(x)→ 0 as |x| → ∞. Then the only boundary of the fluid domain is the surface of a single immersed fiber
whose centerline is a closed loop parameterized by a C2 function from the circle S1 into R3. We assume a small
constant fiber radius ε > 0 so that the two-dimensional surface of the fiber has the parameterization

(3) X(s, θ) = γ(s) + ε cos(θ)N (s) + ε sin θB(s).

We call s the centerline coordinate and θ the circumferential coordinate. The Bishop frame vectors N and B
have unit length and are perpendicular to each other and to the tangent vector γ′(s); see Appendix A for an
explanation of why we use this frame instead of the simpler Frenet-Serret frame as well as the details of our
numerical implementation. We can now state the boundary conditions for the PDE. Let c(s) denote a surface
velocity profile that depends only on s (not on θ), let σ(s, θ) be the surface stress, let ν denote the surface normal
vector, and let f (s) be the imposed centerline force density. Then we require:

u(X(s, θ)) = c(s),(4) ∫ 2π

0
σ(s, θ) · ν(s, θ)J(s, θ) dθ = f (s)|γ′(s)|.(5)

The first equation (4) restricts the boundary values of u by requiring that the fluid velocity be constant on each
cross section of the fiber, a fiber integrity constraint that preserves the circular shape of the cross sections. The
centerline velocity function c(s) is unknown and must be determined as part of the solution. The second condition
(5), on the surface derivatives of u, states that the integral of surface traction around each cross section must equal
the imposed centerline force density f (s), which is given as part of the problem. On the left side of (5), the stress
tensor σ is defined by the limiting value of σi j = −pδi j + µ(∂ui/∂x j + ∂u j/∂xi) as we approach the boundary from
within the fluid, and the factor J(s, θ) is the surface Jacobian, J(s, θ) = |Xs ×Xθ|. Note that integration of either
side of (5) from s = 0 to s = 2π yields the net force exerted on the fiber by the fluid; the factor |γ′(s)| appears on
the right side to account for the possibility of using a nonconstant parameterization speed.

The boundary value problem defined by (2)-(4)-(5), first presented in [25], presents some interesting challenges
from a numerical perspective. This paper presents a new computational procedure appropriate for this new ver-
sion of slender body theory. The new formulation is based on a representation of the velocity as the sum of a
single-layer potential on the fiber surface and a distribution of point source singularities on its centerline; we call
this the completed single-layer potential. This formulation allows for convenient traction formulas while also cir-
cumventing the traditional disadvantages of the unmodified single-layer potential, as we discuss in Section 2. We
then present our discretization of the problem, wherein the unknowns are a finite number of Fourier coefficients
of the single layer density, together with evenly spaced values of the centerline velocity c(s). The details of this
procedure are covered in Section 3, while the related matter of quadrature for singular integrals on the surface of a
thin fiber appears in Appendix B. We study the convergence rate of our numerical method in Section 4, including
a comparison to exact solutions for a uniformly translating rigid torus. These ‘exact’ solutions were originally
reported only to four-digit accuracy and so we also recomputed them to 12-digit or higher accuracy following
the method of [1] from 1982. Finally we compare our numerical method to the widely used and computationally
efficient slender-body theory of Keller and Rubinow. The two methods agree to approximately order O(ε1.7) when
the centerline does not approach itself, a somewhat greater convergence rate than was rigorously proved in [25],
which demonstrated agreement at order O

(
ε| log ε|3/2

)
. This O(ε1.7) agreement is close to the O(ε2| log ε|) error

predicted by the matched asymptotics of [11, 16, 14, 37]. We also present tests showing that the Keller-Rubinow
slender body theory breaks down when the fiber surface comes close to self-intersection (Section 5). Thus, our
method may be more suitable for simulating densely packed fiber suspensions. We conclude with priorities for
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future extensions of the method, such as treatments of multiple fibers, free ends, dynamic problems, and inertial
flows.

2. The completed single-layer potential

Two attractive and widespread representations of unbounded Stokes flows are the single- and double- layer
potentials:

ui(x) =
1

8π

∫
D

(
δi j

r
+

rir j

r3

)
ρ j(y) dS y,(6)

ui(x) =
−3
4π

∫
D

rir jrk

r5 νk(y)µ j(y) dS y.(7)

Here x is an observation point in the fluid domain, D is the surface of an immersed particle, r = x−y, the surface
normal vector ν points out of the particle into the fluid, and ρ and µ are the single- and double-layer densities,
respectively. We use Einstein’s implicit summation notation (sum over the repeated indices j and k). The tensor
δi j/r + rir j/r3 in (6) is the point force or Stokeslet on R3 so the single-layer potential is a sum of point forces
located on the fiber surface. Similarly, −6rir jrk/r5 is the stresslet and the double-layer potential (7) is a sum of
point stresses located on the fiber surface. An arbitrary Stokes flow exterior to D and decaying at infinity can be
represented by a sum of these potentials; in this case the densities ρ and µ have physical meaning (the surface
traction and surface velocity, respectively). When only one or the other of these potentials appears, there are
some flows which cannot be uniquely represented. For example, the single-layer potential is unable to represent
flows with a nonzero volume flux across D, and if the density ρ is taken as a multiple of the normal vector ν
the resulting single-layer velocity field is zero. In the language of linear algebra, the single-layer potential as an
operator mapping ρ to u has a one-dimensional nullspace, and its range has codimension one within the space
of all quiescent Stokes flows evaluated at the fiber surface. The double-layer potential is also deficient: it cannot
represent any flow which exerts a net force or torque on a closed particle, and the velocity in the fluid domain is zero
if the density function µ matches a rigid-body motion. The double-layer potential therefore has a six-dimensional
nullspace and its range has codimension six. Thus the single-layer and the double-layer potential, used in isolation,
are each inadequate to represent general particulate flows.

Power and Miranda provided a completion of the double-layer potential in the form of a point force and a
point torque inside of an immersed solid object [30]. We sketch this formulation on the left side of Fig. 1. The
strengths of these internal singularities can be defined as six independent integrals of the double-layer density µ.
This modified flow representation operator is now of full rank: any surface velocity field, including one which
exerts a force and torque on the enclosed volume, can be uniquely represented. This procedure leads to a widely
used Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for solving Dirichlet problems. The completed double-layer
potential does have a disadvantage despite its wide use: if one needs the local surface traction (rather than the net
force), it generally requires evaluating hypersingular integrals of the density, although there are remedies for this
problem in the case of rigid particle motions [15, 5, 24].

The single-layer potential also has a long computational history. The first numerical implementation of a bound-
ary integral method was based on an unmodified single-layer representation; see [39]. The single-layer represen-
tation has the advantage that the local surface tractions are comprised of convergent integrals; however, there
are two problems with the unmodified single-layer formulation. The first is the existence of a nullspace (a zero
eigenvalue) discussed above. The second is that the operator carrying the density ρ to the surface velocity u has
arbitrarily small nonzero eigenvalues. In a numerical implementation, any surface integration procedure is sub-
ject to numerical error, which can lead to invertible discrete linear operators even when the continuous operator
is singular. The condition number of the discrete operator increases as the integration procedure becomes more
accurate, but the method can give acceptable results in an intermediate range where the discretization is neither too
coarse nor too fine. For problems where the surface velocity is prescribed, the completed double-layer methods
lead to second-kind integral equations, which do not suffer from this conditioning issue.

In the more specific setting where the particle is a slender fiber, Koens and Lauga recently obtained versions
of slender-body theory by starting with either the single- or double-layer potentials and using matched asymptotic
expansions in the fiber radius [17]. They found that the use of a single-layer potential leads to a singular system of
equations; in particular, the first Fourier mode of the force density in the circumferential direction is not uniquely
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Figure 1. The completed single- and double-layer potential representations of Stokes flow are
constructed by superposing fundamental solutions with singularities in the interior or distributed
over the surface of an immersed particle. In Power and Miranda’s completion of the double layer
potential (at left), the flow consists of a distribution of stresslets on the surface together with a
point force and a point torque in the interior (shaded). Our proposed completion of the single-
layer potential appears on the right; the flow consists of a distribution of point forces on the
surface together with one or more point sources in the interior (shaded). The total strength of the
internal point sources is proportional to the inner product of the surface normal with the single-
layer density function.

determined from the surface velocity, while no solution exists if the first mode of the surface velocity is nonzero.
As they remark, this failure corresponds to the inability of the single-layer potential to represent volume changes.

We now offer a completion procedure for single-layer potentials which resolves the nullspace issue and may
have some advantages in comparison to the double-layer formulations. The procedure is very simple: in addition
to the single-layer potential, we include the flow due to one or more point sources located within the particle whose
total strength is proportional to the inner product of the single-layer density with the surface normal vector. More
concretely, let D be a closed particle surface, and let χ be a map carrying points on the surface to points in the
interior. For a convex particle, χ could be a constant map carrying surface points to the particle centroid. In our
setting with a closed slender fiber, we let χ carry surface points to the corresponding centerline point. We then
define the velocity on the exterior to the particle by the modified single-layer equation

(8) ui(x) =
1

8π

∫
D

(
δi j

|x − y|
+

(xi − yi)(x j − y j)
|x − y|3

)
ρ j(y) dS y +

1
4π

∫
D

ν j(y)ρ j(y)(xi − χi(y))
|x − χ(y)|3

dS y.

The first term in this equation is the single-layer potential with density ρ. The second term is the sum of the
velocities at x due to point sources distributed at χ(y), each with strength ν(y) · ρ(y), where ν is the normal
vector pointing out of the particle (into the fluid domain). We note that the first integrand becomes singular if x is
on the particle surface, but the second integral remains regular even in that case. We are using the Green’s functions
for unbounded flow, although the idea should also work for bounded flow domains. Although this procedure is
exactly analogous to the widely used completion procedure for the double layer formulations, we have not found
any discussion of it in the literature.

The main advantage of the completed single-layer representation is that the surface tractions are easy to compute.
The single-layer potential has a known stress field, and so does the point source. At observation points x in the
bulk fluid the stress tensor is

σik =
−3
4π

∫
D

(xi − yi)(x j − y j)(xk − yk)
|x − y|5

ρ j(y) dS y

+
1

4π

∫
D

(
2δik

|x − χ(y)|3
− 6

(xi − χi(y))(xk − χk(y))
|x − χ(y)|5

)
ν j(y)ρ j(y) dS y,

(9)
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Figure 2. We represent the fluid velocity using a distribution of point forces on the fiber surface
(orange arrows) together with a distribution of point sources on the the centerline (green arrows).
The strength of the point sources are taken equal to the fluxes of the single layer density through
each cross section, so that the volume creation rate at γ(s) is

∫ 2π
0 ν(s, θ) · ρ(s, θ)J(s, θ) dθ. In the

figure, the orange arrows have a positive flux out of the cross section and accordingly the green
arrows indicate a point source rather than a sink.

and the surface traction is the contraction of the stress with the surface normal in the limit as x approaches the
fiber surface from the fluid domain, that is, from the side into which ν points. For the point source the integrands
remain regular and for the single-layer part we use results from Pozrikidis [31] to arrive at

ti(x) = −
1
2
ρi(x) −

3
4π

∫
D

(xi − yi)(x j − y j)(xk − yk)
|x − y|5

νk(x)ρ j(y) dS y

+
1

4π

∫
D

(
2δik

|x − χ(y)|3
− 6

(xi − χi(y))(xk − χk(y))
|x − χ(y)|5

)
ρ j(y)νk(x)ν j(y) dS y.

(10)

When χ is a constant function, we can prove that the velocity representation (8) is unique and can represent an
arbitrary flow. We expect but do not prove that it also holds for nonconstant χ, which is a more computationally
appropriate choice for the slender fiber geometry. In the constant case the velocity can be more simply written as

(11) ui(x) =
1

8π

∫
D

(
δi j

|x − y|
+

(xi − yi)(x j − y j)
|x − y|3

)
f j(y) dS y +

1
4π

(xi − χi(y))
|x − χ(y)|3

∫
D
ν j(y) f j(y) dS y

so that the rate of volume creation at χ(y) is precisely the inner product of ν and f . Thus, to represent an arbitrary
flow, one first determines the volume flux rate α and then takes an initial surface distribution f0 = α

|D|ν. Then
the velocity induced by f0 has the desired volume flux. Now the difference between this flow and the desired one
is flux-free and can be represented in infinitely many ways by a single-layer potential, but only in one way by a
single-layer potential with density f1 satisfying

∫
D f1 · ν = 0. Then f = f0 + f1 is a density function inducing the

desired velocity. Uniqueness is also a consequence of the fact that a flow with zero flux can be uniquely represented
by a single-layer potential whose density has zero inner product with the surface normal.

In the remainder of this paper we use this completed single-layer velocity formulation to develop a computa-
tional method suitable for simulating closed slender fibers. In a resonance with the finding by Koens and Lauga
that the slender body theory based on a single-layer potential has a deficiency at mode one [17], we find that our
correction procedure modifies only the terms corresponding to modes zero, one, and two in the discrete version,
and the greatest modification is to the first mode.

3. Discretization of the slender body BVP

As stated previously, we consider a single fiber in a quiescent fluid without boundary. The fiber centerline
is a closed loop. The fluid velocity is represented by the sum of a single-layer potential and a distribution of
point sources along the centerline; see Fig. 2. Let γ : [0, 2π) → R3 be a parameterization of the centerline, not
necessarily of constant speed. LetX(s, θ) parameterize the fiber surface. The circular cross sections are normal to
the centerline γ and have uniform radius ε. Let ν(s, θ) denote the unit surface normal vector pointing out of the
fiber (into the fluid domain), and let J(s, θ) denote the Jacobian, J = |Xs ×Xθ|. Then the completed single-layer
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fluid velocity equation (8) reduces to:

(12) ui(x) =
1

8π

∫
D

(
δi j

r
+

rir j

r3

)
ρ j(y) dS y +

1
4π

∫ 2π

0

Ri

R3

∫ 2π

0
ρ j(s, θ)ν j(s, θ)J(s, θ) dθ ds,

where the vector r = x − y points from the surface integration point to the observation point, and the vector
R = x − γ(s) points from the centerline integration point to the observation point. The first term is a single-layer
potential with density ρ, and the second term is a distribution of point sources over the centerline.

Similarly, the equation (10) for the surface traction exerted by the exterior fluid on the fiber at a surface point
x = X(s∗, θ∗) ∈ D becomes

ti(x) = −
1
2
ρi(x) −

3
4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

rir jrk

r5 ρ j(y)νk(x)J(s, θ) dθ ds

+
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

(
2νi(s∗, θ∗)

R3 − 6Ri
R jν j(s∗, θ∗)

R5

) ∫ 2π

0
ρk(s, θ)νk(s, θ)J(s, θ) dθ ds

(13)

with r andR now given by r = X(s∗, θ∗) −X(s, θ) andR = X(s∗, θ∗) − γ(s).
We can now substitute these velocity and traction expressions into the boundary conditions (4)-(5). Let f (s) be

a vector function of the centerline describing the force density on a cross section. Then we have

0 = − ci(s∗) +
1

8π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
δi j

r
+

rir j

r3

)
ρ j(s, θ)J(s, θ) ds dθ +

1
4π

∫ 2π

0

Ri

R3

∫ 2π

0
ρ j(s, θ)ν j(s, θ)J(s, θ) dθ ds(14)

fi(s∗)
∣∣∣γ′(s∗)

∣∣∣ =

∫ 2π

0

[
−

1
2
ρi(s∗, θ∗) −

3
4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

rir jrk

r5 ρ j(s, θ)νk(s∗, θ∗)J(s, θ) ds dθ

+
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

(
2νi(s∗, θ∗)

R3 − 6Ri
R jν j(s∗, θ∗)

R5

) ∫ 2π

0
ρk(s, θ)νk(s, θ)J(s, θ) dθ ds

]
J(s∗, θ∗) dθ∗,

(15)

where the unknowns are the velocity c(s), a function of the centerline only, and the single layer density ρ(s, θ). The
first equation says that the surface velocity is independent of the circumferential coordinate θ (the fiber integrity
condition). The second condition states that the integral of the surface traction around a circular cross section of
the fiber matches f . The factor of |γ′(s∗)| on the left of (15) accounts for the speed of the parameterization so
that upon integration from 0 to 2π in s∗, we would find that the net force (right side) is equal to the integral of the
centerline force with respect to arclength (left side).

To discretize this system of integral equations, we start by enforcing them only at finitely many points. For (14)
we let (s∗, θ∗) range over a regular grid. Letting ns and nθ be odd integers giving the number of grid points in each
direction, we take (s∗, θ∗) = (2π js/ns, 2π jθ/nθ) for 0 ≤ js < ns and 0 ≤ jθ < nθ. Similarly, we enforce (15) only
for s∗ = 2π js/ns with 0 ≤ js < ns. This gives a total of 3(nsnθ + ns) scalar equations. To obtain finitely many
unknowns, we seek the density ρ in a finite-dimensional space of complex exponentials:

ρ`(s, θ) =
∑
ks,kθ

α`,ks,kθ exp
(√
−1(kss + kθθ)

)
.

Here the indices range over −(ns − 1)/2 ≤ ks ≤ (ns − 1)/2 and −(nθ − 1)/2 ≤ kθ ≤ (nθ − 1)/2. Considering
the three possible values of the space dimension index `, we have a total of 3nsnθ unknown Fourier coefficients
of ρ. The values of ci(s∗) at s∗ = 2π js/ns provide the remaining 3ns unknowns, which we abbreviate by writing
ci, js = ci

(2π js
ns

)
for 0 ≤ js < ns. Upon substituting this expression for ρ and moving the sums outside the integrals,
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nθ = 7 nθ = 13 nθ = 25

ε = 10−2 ns = 7 1.2026 · 103 2.4031 · 103 4.8038 · 103

ns = 21 1.5546 · 103 2.4139 · 103 4.8190 · 103

ns = 63 1.3127 · 105 1.2857 · 105 1.2705 · 105

ns = 189 1.8706 · 104 1.6422 · 104 1.5006 · 104

ε = 10−3 ns = 7 1.2002 · 104 2.4002 · 104 4.8002 · 104

ns = 21 1.3306 · 104 2.4007 · 104 4.8002 · 104

ns = 63 4.8891 · 104 4.8882 · 104 4.8008 · 104

ns = 189 2.7247 · 105 2.7180 · 105 2.7142 · 105

ε = 10−4 ns = 7 1.2000 · 105 2.4000 · 105 4.8000 · 105

ns = 21 1.2991 · 105 2.4001 · 105 4.8001 · 105

ns = 63 3.8928 · 105 3.8930 · 105 4.8002 · 105

ns = 189 1.5466 · 106 1.5466 · 106 1.5466 · 106

Table 1. The condition numbers of the discrete linear systems increase as the fiber radius ε de-
creases, and they do not increase as the quadrature is refined. The condition numbers generally
increase with the centerline and circumferential discretization parameters ns and nθ, with the ex-
ception of the anomalous row corresponding to ns = 189, ε = 10−2. The discrete systems reported
in this table were generated for a trefoil knot centerline using a well resolved quadrature (qn = 40
for all reported values; see Appendix B for details). Further tests with a more refined quadra-
ture qn = 50 (not reported here) gave relative changes of less than 1/10000 compared to those
appearing in this table.

we obtain the following discrete equations:

0 = −ci, js +
1

8π

∑
j,ks,kθ

α j,ks,kθ

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
δi j

r
+

rir j

r3 + 2
Riν j(s, θ)

R3

)
exp

(√
−1(kss + kθθ)

)
J(s, θ) dθ ds(16)

Fi, js =
2π
nθ

nθ−1∑
jθ=0

J(s∗, θ∗)
{ ∑

j,ks,kθ

α j,ks,kθ

[
−

1
2
δi j exp

(√
−1

(
kss∗ + kθθ∗

))
+

1
4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
−3

rir j(r · ν(s∗, θ∗))
r5

+ 2
νi(s∗, θ∗)

R3 ν j(s, θ) − 6Riν j(s, θ)
R · ν(s∗, θ∗)

R5

)
exp

(√
−1(kss + kθθ)

)
J(s, θ) ds dθ

]}
.(17)

In these equations we are using the abbreviations s∗ = 2π js/ns, θ∗ = 2π jθ/nθ, Fi, js = fi(s∗)|γ′(s∗)|, r = X(s∗, θ∗)−
X(s, θ), and R = X(s∗, θ∗) − γ(s). The discrete fiber integrity equation (16) holds for all 0 ≤ js < ns and
0 ≤ jθ < nθ, while the discrete averaged force equation (17) holds for 0 ≤ js ≤ ns. Note that to arrive at (17) we
have replaced the outermost integral (in θ∗) from (15) with a trapezoidal rule sum.

To set up the linear algebra system, we have to evaluate the integrals in (16)-(17). The Stokeslet integrand in
(16) and the stresslet integrand in (17) both have a 1/r singularity as (s, θ)→ (s∗, θ∗), so the numerical quadrature
procedure is a nontrivial problem. We give details of our method in Appendix B. An interesting feature of this
formulation is that the accuracy of the quadrature can be chosen independently of the matrix size. Once the
integrals have been computed, we have a dense and non-normal system of linear equations. The condition numbers
for the problems we considered range from approximately 103 to 108. We chose to use the SVD for the linear solve
because of its good performance with poorly conditioned systems; the computational expense of this method for
our dense, non-normal system of linear equations is acceptable because the overall solution time is dominated by
the matrix assembly rather than the linear solve.

3.1. Circumferential integrals of nonsingular terms. The variable R = |X(s∗, θ∗)− γ(s)| has no dependence on
the circumferential integration variable θ; moreover, its minimum as a function of s is ε rather than zero. Therefore
the terms with R in the denominators are more analytically tractable than those involving r = |X(s∗, θ∗)−X(s, θ)|.
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In particular, they can always be reduced to one-dimensional integrals and for many parameter values they simply
vanish. To see this, define the circumferential integrals

(18) M(kθ, s) =

∫ 2π

0
ν j(s, θ) exp

(√
−1(kss + kθθ)

)
J(s, θ) dθ

and use this notation to rewrite the R integrals as

1
8π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0
2

Riν j(s, θ)
R3 exp

(√
−1(kss + kθθ)

)
J(s, θ) dθ ds =

1
4π

∫ 2π

0

Ri

R3M(s, kθ) ds(19)

1
4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(
2
νi(s∗, θ∗)

R3 ν j(s, θ) − 6Riν j(s, θ)
R · ν(s∗, θ∗)

R5

)
exp

(√
−1(kss + kθθ)

)
J(s, θ) ds dθ

=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

(
νi(s∗, θ∗)

R3 − 3Ri
R · ν(s∗, θ∗)

R5

)
M(s, kθ) ds.

(20)

Now the inner integrals can be solved explicitly by expanding J(s, θ) = ε|γ′(s)|(1 − ε cos θκ1(s) − ε sin θκ2(s)) and
ν(s, θ) = cos θN (s) + sin θB(s); this leads to

(21) M(kθ, s) =


−πε2|γ′(s)|

(
N j(s)κ1 + B j(s)κ2

)
e
√
−1ks s kθ = 0

πε|γ′(s)|
(
N j(s) +

√
−1B j(s)

)
e
√
−1ks s kθ = 1

− 1
2πε

2|γ′(s)|
(
N j(s) +

√
−1B j(s)

)(
κ1 +

√
−1κ2

)
e
√
−1ks s kθ = 2

0 kθ > 2.

The values for negative kθ are the complex conjugates of these. Thus, we could use one-dimensional quadrature for
|kθ| < 3 and omit these terms entirely for |kθ| ≥ 3. The integrals which reduce so conveniently to one-dimensional
quadrature problems all correspond to the point sources we introduced to complement the single-layer potential.
As we mentioned in the previous section, a recent study [17] shows that a slender-body formulation based on an
unmodified single-layer potential will be noninvertible precisely at mode kθ = 1. It is encouraging to see that
our correction procedure modifies the first mode most (order ε) while leaving the |kθ| > 2 terms unchanged and
modifying the zeroth and second modes only by a factor of ε2.

The reduction to one-dimensional quadrature for |kθ| ≤ 2 does not improve the speed of the overall algorithm,
because evaluations on a two-dimensional quadrature grid are still needed for the singular integrals. In the current
implementation, we use 2D quadrature for all integrals, but we omit the R terms when |kθ| > 2, in accordance with
(21).

4. Error analysis of the numerical method

4.1. Vertically translating torus. In order to compare our method to an exact solution, we consider a torus whose
centerline is a unit circle and whose cross sections have radius ε, as above. If the forcing is uniform and aligned
with the rotational symmetry axis of the body, the resulting velocity is also uniform (it does not vary along the
centerline) and in the same direction. Because of the simple geometry and because the computed velocity is a
rigid-body motion, we can compare to an analytical solution due to Amarakoon [1] and predecessors [36, 10, 23]
which comes from separating variables in toroidal coordinates. As in that work, we investigate the behavior of a
nondimensionalized force as ε varies. The quantity we evaluate is

F′∞ = F′∞(ε) =
F

6πµU(1 + ε)
.

Here U is the velocity of the torus and F is the net force, both measured in the direction of the symmetry axis. The
denominator is the force on a sphere whose outer diameter (2 + 2ε) coincides with the outer diameter of the torus
surface, so we expect F′∞ < 1 and F′∞ → 0 as ε → 0. To be clear, the analytical solution [1] is posed as a resistance
problem (set U = 1 and solve for F) while our method is essentially a mobility problem (set F = 1 and compute
U), but the nondimensionalization allows us to compare the results.

Before discussing the convergence rate of our numerical method, we will digress to comment further on the
reference solutions. Although we refer to the results published in the 1982 paper [1] as “exact,” they were only
reported to four or five digit accuracy. This is because the exact solution procedure yields an infinite set of equations
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1/ε 1982 result Our exact value Accuracy estimate

1.5 0.9199 0.9199051996705850 5.01 · 10−12

2.0 0.9071 0.9071647049517928 4.36 · 10−12

3.0 0.88456 0.8845567193948104 9.95 · 10−13

4.0 0.86465 0.8646521851778260 5.59 · 10−12

6.0 0.83163 0.8316248598100708 8.07 · 10−13

8.0 0.80552 0.8055222447767347 2.40 · 10−12

10.0 0.78431 0.7843079118776118 1.68 · 10−13

15.0 0.74480 0.7447973723171650 7.20 · 10−13

20.0 0.71680 0.7168018001135357 4.14 · 10−14

30.0 0.67839 0.6783917926050503 1.43 · 10−12

40.0 0.65230 0.6522959699851174 1.44 · 10−13

60.0 0.61752 0.6175207328846227 5.56 · 10−15

80.0 0.59438 0.5943759220857434 8.38 · 10−16

100.0 0.57731 0.5773112010340116 1.78 · 10−12

150.0 0.54825 0.5482504902513438 1.56 · 10−13

200.0 0.52909 0.5290943490801049 2.78 · 10−14

300.0 0.50402 0.5040229530606322 2.16 · 10−15

10.0 0.78431 0.7843079118776118 1.68 · 10−13

100.0 0.57731 0.5773112010340116 1.78 · 10−12

1000.0 0.4410799504734741 0.0
10000.0 0.3552543625215476 5.65 · 10−16

100000.0 0.2972352562536550 4.71 · 10−17

Table 2. Drag coefficients for a torus of centerline radius 1 and cross-sectional radius ε translat-
ing along its symmetry axis; reported values are the net force scaled on 6πµU(1 + ε). Previously
reported values were obtained in the 1980s and only listed five digits [1], so we have recomputed
them. The accuracy estimates on the right refer to errors in these ‘exact’ solutions, not compar-
isons to our numerical method.

relating the coefficients of the toroidal harmonic expansion of the solution, and this system of equations has to be
truncated and then solved with a numerical linear algebra procedure. Thus even the “exact” solutions are subject to
some numerical uncertainty. To get more digits, we reimplemented the procedure described by [1] and used larger
linear systems and double- rather than single-precision arithmetic. To assess the numerical error in these “exact”
solutions, we computed the difference between the two sides of the identity

∑
n≥1 nBn =

∑
n≥0 Cn, which appears

on the first page of [1] and report this quantity as a proxy for the accuracy of the results. Our recomputations of the
exact solutions are given in Table 2 together with these accuracy estimates. These results, obtained through a strict
reimplementation of the 1982 presentation, are sufficient to get as many digits as we require for verification of our
own numerical method. However, we note for completeness that O’Neill and Bhatt gave an improved version [28]
of Goldman, Cox and Brenner’s classic work on the problem of a sphere moving near a plane wall [9], removing the
need to solve a linear system of equations. It is likely that similar methods could improve Amarakoon’s formulation
[1]. However, we found that the unmodified 1982 algorithm already gives sufficiently accurate results, and we did
not attempt to improve it.

In Fig. 3 we compare the accuracy of our numerical scheme to these recomputed exact solutions. For fixed
grid parameters (ns, nθ), the convergence rate is spectral in the number of quadrature nodes used to evaluate the
integrals, but it eventually reaches a plateau where other sources of error dominate. One source of error is from the
presence of unresolved Fourier modes in the single-layer density ρ; this is clearly the issue for the ε = 10−1 curve
in the left panel of Fig. 3, because the issue is resolved by increasing the circumferential discretization parameter
nθ. For smaller values of the radius ε, there is apparently no error reduction at all when nθ increases from 5 to
13; the higher circumferential modes are, unsurprisingly, irrelevant, which allows us to save some computational
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Figure 3. A comparison of our numerical results to exact solutions for a simple torus with uni-
form forcing along the symmetry axis. The horizontal coordinate gives the number of quadrature
nodes used to evaluate each matrix entry. The vertical axis shows the relative error versus the
exact solutions from Table 2. The method appears to be spectrally accurate with respect to the
quadrature, subject to a ceiling on the accuracy imposed by the condition number (approximately
100/ε) and the grid resolution parameters ns and nθ. To obtain a single scheme we should have the
quadrature rule and the parameters ns and nθ increase together, but the optimal way to do this will
depend on the fiber geometry and forcing. We note that a small nθ is acceptable when ε becomes
small.

expense in the more complicated simulations discussed later. When the fiber centerline is more complicated than
a simple circle, the centerline discretization parameter ns will also play an important role. The condition number
of our linear systems is approximately 100/ε, and so there is also a loss of accuracy as ε → 0.

4.2. Trefoil knot. We now study the convergence rate of our numerical method in the presence of complicated
centerline geometry and higher-frequency forcing. Specifically, we consider the case of a trefoil knot where the
centerline and the applied force density are given respectively by

(22) γ(s) =

sin s + 2 sin 2s
cos s − 2 cos s
− sin 3s

 f (s) =

 sin ks + 2 sin 2ks
− cos ks + 2 cos ks

0

 .
In the case where k = 1, the applied forcing is linear in the space variables and the resulting fluid flow resembles
an extensional flow (although it decays rather than grows with distance from the fiber). This flow field is illustrated
in Fig. 4. We chose this trefoil curve because it has a nontrivial three-dimensional structure but does not come
close to self-intersection, a more challenging problem that we will consider later in the paper. We found that the
convergence rate appears to be spectral (concave down on a log-log plot) until we reach a plateau in accuracy
which depends on ε but not the other parameters in the problem.

5. Comparison to other slender body theories

We now compare the results of our BVP-based numerical method to the predictions of Keller-Rubinow (KR)
slender-body theory as stated above (1). This formulation assumes that the length of the fiber has been scaled to
1 and the parameterization has with constant speed. While our general numerical method does not require a unit-
length fiber or even a constant-speed parameterization, in this section we numerically reparameterize all curves and
then use the constant-speed, unit length parameterizations for both the KR slender-body theory and our method.
The evaluation of the one-dimensional integrals in the KR version deserves some comment. The two terms in
the integrand both diverge like 1/|s − t|, but they cancel to give a bounded integrand with a jump discontinuity. In
principle there is still a risk of machine arithmetic error when s ≈ t due to the subtraction of nearly equal quantities,
but we found no problems of this kind in our experiments. For these integrals we used Gauss-Legendre quadrature
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Figure 4. To study the convergence of our numerical method, we consider a trefoil centerline
γ(s) = (sin s + 2 sin 2s, cos s − 2 cos 2s,− sin 3s) and we vary the forcing frequency k, the fiber
radius ε, the discretization parameter ns, and the number of quadrature nodes while fixing nθ = 7.
The flow field for ε = 0.0015 and k = 1 appears on the left; in this case the forcing applied is
f (s) = (x(s),−y(s), 0), and accordingly the induced fluid flow field away from the body resembles
an extensional flow. The difference is that a true extensional flow would grow with distance from
the center, whereas our velocity field decays with distance from the fiber. The fiber surface is
colored according to the agreement of the surface velocity with Keller-Rubinow slender-body
theory, with red indicating the maximum error. The error of our numerical method decreases
exponentially in the number of quadrature nodes until it reaches a floor which depends on the fiber
radius ε. The many similar curves illustrate that the accuracy is not sensitive to the parameter
ns (number of Fourier modes in the centerline direction) or the forcing wavenumber parameter
k. The errors displayed in this figure were computed by a comparison to a reference numerical
solution with quadrature parameter 39 (22496 nodes); the seven quadrature parameters displayed
in the figure are evenly spaced from 15 to 33. To compare results that were computed on different
periodic grids, we use Fourier interpolation to sample the centerline velocities on an evenly spaced
500-point grid, then subtract, take the 2-norm of each of the resulting 500 vectors, and finally take
the maximum (∞-norm). We scale by dividing by the norm of the reference solution so that the
results we report are relative. The blue color corresponds to ε = 0.05, while orange and green
correspond to ε = 0.005 and ε = 0.0005. The forcing frequency parameter k is equal to 1, 2,
and 3, and we used ns = 41, 81, 121, 161. Among all of these choices, the only one that seems to
matter is ε (evidently ns = 41 is already sufficient to resolve the trefoil geometry). For all of these
trials, the condition number of the discrete system is approximately 100/ε, that is, increasing as
the fiber radius shrinks but otherwise insensitive to the discretization parameters.

with 200 nodes on each of the subintervals [s, s + 1/3], [s + 1/3, s + 2/3], and [s + 2/3, s + 1]. The integrand has a
jump only at t = s, but we also needed good resolution near s + 1/3 and s + 2/3 because of the particular shape of
the fiber centerline in some of our tests.

5.1. Circular centerline, in-plane low-frequency forcing. We begin with a fiber whose centerline is circular.
Instead of a uniform force density directed along the circle’s symmetry axis, we consider an in-plane forcing with
some sinusoidal variation:

(23) γ(s) =
1

2π

cos s
sin s

0

 f (s) =

cos ms
0
0

 .
The results for the first three modes m = 0, 1, 2 and with ε ranging from 10−2 to 10−5 are given in Fig. 5. The
convergence rate is somewhat slower than ε2.
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Figure 5. For a circular centerline and in-plane forcing at various wavenumbers, the discrepency
between Keller-Rubinow slender body theory and our BVP-based method decays with fiber radius
at rateO(ε1.82). The error increases modestly with the wavenumber of the imposed centerline force
density.

5.2. Tests with four curves. We now compare Keller-Rubinow slender-body theory with our BVP-based method
using several noncircular centerlines. We consider four closed curves: a planar ellipse of aspect ratio 2.5, a trefoil
knot, the planar boundary of the unit ball of in the 4-norm, that is, the curve defined by x4 + y4 = 1, and finally a
figure-eight loop. The initial parameterizations are respectively

(24) γ(s) =

 cos s
2.5 sin s

0

 ,
 sin s + 2 sin 2s
cos s − 2 cos 2s
− sin 3s

 ,
(cos4 s + sin4 s)−1/4 cos s
(cos4 s + sin4 s)−1/4 sin s

0

 ,
 sin 2s
1.6 sin s
0.3 cos s

 ,
although we then reparameterize for constant speed and unit length as mentioned above. The results are shown in
Fig. 6. The rate at which the discrepancy decays is between O

(
ε1.67

)
and O

(
ε1.78

)
across the four centerlines and

the three norms (1, 2, or ∞). That is, our method behaves similarly to the Keller-Rubinow formulation in these
tests.

5.3. Exploring the limitations of SBT: self-intersection. Keller and Rubinow’s derivation is based on the method
of matched asymptotic expansions; in the inner region, near the fiber surface, they assume that the fluid velocity
is well approximated by the flow near a translating and rotating cylinder. This assumption is invalid when another
section of the fiber is located within a distance of O(ε). Accordingly, we expect the Keller-Rubinow to break down
at least locally in the presence of near self-intersections of the fiber surface.

To be more quantitative about what it means for the surface to nearly intersect itself, consider the quantity [3, 22]

(25) σ(γ) = min
s,t ∈[0,1]

‖γ(s) − γ(t)‖
sin |π(s − t)|

.

Here we are assuming a constant-speed, unit length parameterization so that σ is a geometric quantity. For a circle,
σ = 0.3183, the greatest possible value. For the four curves of Section §5.2, we have σ = 0.0442 for the trefoil,
σ = 0.1738 for the ellipse, σ = 0.2826 for the 4-ball boundary, and σ = 0.0541 for the figure-eight loop.

Of course, for any fixed centerline, taking a very small ε should result in good agreement between our method
and the Keller-Rubinow formulation, just as in Fig. 6. To create a test where the two methods are likely to
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Figure 6. The discrepancy between our BVP-based numerical method and the Keller-Rubinow
slender body theory decreases at a rate betweenO(ε) andO(ε2) (dashed reference curves) as ε → 0.
For these calculations we used space discretization parameters ns = 201 for the trefoil, ellipse, and
4-ball and ns = 301 for the figure-eight centerline. In all cases we took nθ = 5 and quadrature
parameter nq = 35 (resulting in about 12,000 quadrature nodes). In reporting the relative errors
we first subtract the centerline velocities of the full numerical and KR slender-body procedures,
then take the 2-norm over the space dimension, then take either the 1−, 2−, or ∞-norm of the
resulting vector, and finally divide by the KR slender-body norm obtained in the same way. We
computed convergence rates using linear regression with the smallest three ε-values and found that
the convergence rates are comparable for all four curves and all three norms; the fastest rate was
1.78 (trefoil knot & 1-norm) and the slowest was 1.67 (figure eight &∞-norm).

diverge, we consider a family of centerlines where we can move the near-intersection points closer together while
simultaneously reducing the fiber radius so that the ratio between the gap size and the radius remains constant.
These centerlines are initially defined by

(26) γ(s) =

cos(s)(1 + H cos 3s)
sin(s)(1 + H cos 3s)

H sin 3s

 ,
but then numerically reparameterized and scaled so that the speed is constant and the total length is 1. Here H < 1
is the distance from a point on the centerline to the unit circle (before scaling and reparameterization). When
H → 0 the curve simplifies to a circle. When H → 1, the curve points γ(π/3), γ(π) and γ(5π/3) all approach
the origin; we refer to the distance between any two of these points, after rescaling, as the gap size. Thus any
value of the fiber radius ε exceeding half of the gap size would result in a self-intersection of the fiber surface. The
relationship between H, the gap size, and the self-intersection quantity σ is given in Table 3.

As an example, Fig. 7 shows the centerline that results from setting H = 0.8. The arrows indicate the centerline
force function we impose, given by

(27) f (s) =


− cos

(
s + π

3
√

3
sin(s)

)
0

sin
(
s + π

3
√

3
sin(s)

)
 .
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H gap σ

0.6 0.05269 0.06084
0.8 0.02078 0.02400
0.9 0.00937 0.01082
0.95 0.00447 0.00515
0.975 0.00218 0.00252

Table 3. Geometry data for the centerlines with near-self intersections defined by (26) after repa-
rameterization. As H approaches 1, the centerline points γ(π/3) and γ(π) and γ(5π/3) all approach
the origin. The distance between any two of these is the gap; this approaches zero along with the
self-intersection quantity σ defined by (25).

We chose this peculiar form for the forcing function because of its values at the three points of nearest self-
intersection, illustrated as black arrows in Fig. 7: f (π/3) = ẑ, f (5π/3) = −ẑ, and f (π) = x̂. That is, two of the
three branches that pass near the origin are being forced in opposite directions tangential to the fiber surface while
the third branch is being forced in the plane normal to the centerline. This complicated scenario is designed to find
breakdowns in the Keller-Rubinow slender-body theory.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the breakdown of the Keller-Rubinow formulation with self-intersections. In one set of
simulations we fix H = 0.6 and we let ε → 0. As expected, our method agrees with the Keller-Rubinow formulation
at approximately orderO(ε1.7) (gray polygon in Fig. 9) and this convergence is uniform in the centerline coordinate
s (top panel of Fig. 8). Indeed, the fact that the convergence rate is essentially the same in the 1-, 2- and∞-norms
suggests that the discrepancy between the two methods must decay uniformly in s. This situation changes, however,
when we allow the parameter H to increase toward 1 while keeping the fiber radius at a constant fraction of the
gap size. We did this with ratios of 1/10 (second row in Fig. 8, blue polygon in Fig. 9), 1/101.5 (third row in
Fig. 8, orange polygon in Fig. 9), and 1/100 (fourth row in Fig. 8, green polygon in Fig. 9). In all of these cases
we see that the local error does not decrease uniformly. Near the intersection points at s ∈ {π/3, π, 5π/3} the two
methods appear to be converging to different answers and the discrepancy is O(1). At fiber points away from the
intersection regions, the discrepancy does decay at about the same rate. Thus, the overall error stagnates when
measured in the ∞-norm (the upper boundary of the polygons in Fig. 9) but continues to decrease in the 1-norm
(the lower boundary of the polygons in Fig. 9). The breakdown in the Keller-Rubinow formulation follows from
the invalidity of their inner expansion of velocity when another part of the fiber surface lies within a distance of
O(ε). It is interesting that we can detect this breakdown even when the other fiber surface is relatively far away
from the observation point (100ε in the last set of tests).

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper we presented evidence that the standard slender body theories based on matched asymptotic expan-
sions can give inaccurate results when the fiber surface approaches itself, a situation that is common in biophysical
and industrial processes. The breakdown is local in the sense that these formulations still give good results on
isolated sections of the fiber. As an alternative, we gave a numerical method for a fully three-dimensional slender
body Stokes boundary value problem which can be stated with reference to a one-dimensional centerline force
density only.

Some immediate next steps would be to account for multiple fibers [19, 12], fibers with free ends [26, 14], and
dynamic problems [35, 21]. Another possible extension of this work would be to consider inertial flows, where the
underlying PDE is different but the fiber integrity and average force conditions at the boundary are still a reasonable
way to make physical sense of one-dimensional forcing data.

While our method is more accurate in the presence of near contacts, it is much more computationally intensive
than the Keller-Rubinow formulation. For example, the largest simulations reported here required assembling and
solving a dense system of 8712 linear equations, wherein the majority of the matrix entries are difficult integrals
requiring two-dimensional quadrature. To simulate many fibers or to move from static to dynamic problems, we
will need some combination of a cheaper algorithm, larger machines and/or parallelism. At larger scales, we will
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Figure 7. The centerline defined by (26) comes near to self-intersection when H ≈ 1; here we
illustrate the curve with H = 0.8. The arrows depict the imposed centerline force density f (s)
given by (27). The three black arrows indicate the forcing imposed at the centerline points s = π/3,
s = π, s = 5π/3 where the fiber comes closest to intersecting itself. The forcing function was
chosen so that these three branches of the fiber are pushed in contrasting directions, specifically ẑ,
x̂, and −ẑ.

✏
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<latexit sha1_base64="UdgxQoMNKexd1bd1RZduXHDOF6w=">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</latexit>

✏

gap
=

1

101.5
<latexit sha1_base64="ZlHl4hUsSNYby9Z5Gkx9tQ9Hr7Y=">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</latexit>

✏

gap
=

1

102
<latexit sha1_base64="9/6Wf0ffPD3BLBClTET5hWIwrz8=">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</latexit>

✏ = 0.0021
<latexit sha1_base64="WsqbbXRHbVrAB08whLjUIIB3kgo=">AAAB+3icbZDLSgMxFIbPeK310lGXboJFcCHDTLvQjVhw47KCvUA7lEyatqFJZkgyQhn6JC7VjbgTH8WFb2Om7UJbfwh8/OcczskfJZxp4/vfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f1ByD4+aOk4VoQ0S81i1I6wpZ5I2DDOcthNFsYg4bUXj27zeeqRKs1g+mElCQ4GHkg0YwcZaPbfUpYlmPJbXvuf7laDnlnPIhVYhWED55qM6U73nfnX7MUkFlYZwrHUn8BMTZlgZRjidFruppgkmYzykHYsSC6rDbHb4FJ1Zp48GsbJPGjRzf09kWGg9EZHtFNiM9HItNy8i8V+5k5rBVZgxmaSGSjLfNUg5MjHKg0B9pigxfGIBE8XsuYiMsMLE2LiKNodg+der0Kx4QdWr3PvlmgdzFeAETuEcAriEGtxBHRpAIIUneIFXZ+o8O2/O+7x1zVnMHMMfOZ8/0NqVEg==</latexit>

✏ = 0.000022
<latexit sha1_base64="GCkyx+FcCuRTNPjPrJJRbaqzXrw=">AAAB/XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ422hpMxgEC1l2k0IbMWBjGcFcIFnC7GQ2GTKXZWZWCUvwSSzVRmwsfBIL38ZJNoUm/jDw8Z9zOGf+KGFUG9//dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b19t3TQ1DJVmDSwZFK1I6QJo4I0DDWMtBNFEI8YaUWj62m9dU+UplLcmXFCQo4GgsYUI2OtnlvqkkRTJsWl7/lWlUrPLefo+3AZgjmUrz6qM9V77le3L3HKiTCYIa07gZ+YMEPKUMzIpNhNNUkQHqEB6VgUiBMdZrPTJ/DEOn0YS2WfMHDm/p7IENd6zCPbyZEZ6sXa1DyL+H/lTmriizCjIkkNETjfFacMGgmnUcA+VQQbNraAsKL2XIiHSCFsbGBFm0Ow+OtlaFa8oOpVbv1yzQO5CuAIHINTEIBzUAM3oA4aAIMH8ARewKvz6Dw7b8573rrizGcOwR85nz+46JWH</latexit>

Centerline position s
<latexit sha1_base64="BcE4LJWzrCifYasPB5nVYwzxKvI=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vURcu3ARbwYWUmSrostCNywr2Ae1QMmmmDc1jSDJCGbr0S1yqG3HrZ7jwb8y0s9DWA4HDOffccE8YM6qN5307hbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/8A9PGprmShMWlgyqboh0oRRQVqGGka6sSKIh4x0wkkj8zuPRGkqxYOZxiTgaCRoRDEyVhq4Jw0iDFFZHMZS00yFFV0ZuGWv6s0BV4mfkzLI0Ry4X/2hxAm36zBDWvd8LzZBipShmJFZqZ9oEiM8QSPSs1QgTnSQzg+YwXOrDGEklX3CwLn6O5EirvWUh3aSIzPWy14mXob8P7uXmOg2SKmIE0MEXvwVJQwaCbNC4JAqgg2bWoKwsgVgiMdIIWxr0SXbg7989Spp16r+VbV2XyvXr/NGiuAUnIEL4IMbUAd3oAlaAIMZeAav4M15cl6cd+djMVpw8swx+APn8wcRFJcL</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="lQ0QFHVnTlYvPuR0wsqp6ZrTrtw=">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</latexit>

Figure 8. The breakdown of Keller-Rubinow slender body theory when the fiber surface ap-
proaches itself is local. In the top panel, the centerline is fixed while the fiber radius decreases; the
discrepancy between the KR centerline velocity uKR

C (s) and our centerline velocity function c(s)
decreases uniformly in s. In the lower three panels, the centerline shifts (H → 1 in (26)) and the
radius decreases simultaneously so that the ratio of the radius to the gap size remains constant at
1/10, 1/101.5, or 1/102. In these three cases we see that the pointwise discrepancy decreases along
most of the fiber length as ε → 0. However, the errors are O(1) at the three locations s = π/3,
s = π, and s = 5π/3 where the fiber comes close to intersecting itself.
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10�2
<latexit sha1_base64="aLBYIw7US1fdSCOEQFcXm4S2Nlo=">AAAB8XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VnXpJlgEF1pmqqA7C25cVrAXaMeSSTNtaJIZkoxQhj6Ey9aNuPUJfBAXvo2Ztgtt/SHw8f/nkHNOEHOmjet+Oyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwrqNEEVojEY9UM8CaciZpzTDDaTNWFIuA00YwuMvyxjNVmkXy0Qxj6gvckyxkBBtrNTz3Kb0ojzqFoltyp0LL4M2hePs5zjSpdgpf7W5EEkGlIRxr3fLc2PgpVoYRTkf5dqJpjMkA92jLosSCaj+djjtCp9bpojBS9kmDpu7vjhQLrYcisJUCm75ezDLzPBD/xa3EhDd+ymScGCrJ7K8w4chEKFsfdZmixPChBUwUs+Mi0scKE2OPlLd38Ba3XoZ6ueRdlsoPbrFyBTPl4BhO4Aw8uIYK3EMVakBgAC8wgVdHO2PnzXmfla44854j+CPn4wdX1ZRk</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="JG5CSkfHtf8s0m5holvZLv7Zr+A=">AAAB8XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXCiZARPdSeLGJSZySQBJp3Sgoe1M2o4JmfAQLsGNcesT+CAufBs7wELBP2ny5f/PSc85fsSZNq777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRXYexIrRGQh6qpo815UzSmmGG02akKBY+pw1/eJfmjWeqNAvloxlFtCNwX7KAEWys1fDcp+SyPO7mC27RnQmtgreAwu3nJNW02s1/tXshiQWVhnCsdctzI9NJsDKMcDrOtWNNI0yGuE9bFiUWVHeS2bhjdGadHgpCZZ80aOb+7kiw0HokfFspsBno5Sw1L3zxX9yKTXDTSZiMYkMlmf8VxByZEKXrox5TlBg+soCJYnZcRAZYYWLskXL2Dt7y1qtQLxW9crH04BYqVzBXFk7gFM7Bg2uowD1UoQYEhvACU3h1tDNx3pz3eWnGWfQcwx85Hz9ZXZRl</latexit>

10�4
<latexit sha1_base64="NKYi3bBQCg3kRVDmj2EMDgFysZE=">AAAB8XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXCiZQRLdSeLGJSZySQBJp3Sgoe1M2o4JmfAQLsGNcesT+CAufBs7wELBP2ny5f/PSc85fsSZNq777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRXYexIrRGQh6qpo815UzSmmGG02akKBY+pw1/eJfmjWeqNAvloxlFtCNwX7KAEWys1fDcp+SyPO7mC27RnQmtgreAwu3nJNW02s1/tXshiQWVhnCsdctzI9NJsDKMcDrOtWNNI0yGuE9bFiUWVHeS2bhjdGadHgpCZZ80aOb+7kiw0HokfFspsBno5Sw1L3zxX9yKTXDTSZiMYkMlmf8VxByZEKXrox5TlBg+soCJYnZcRAZYYWLskXL2Dt7y1qtQLxW9q2LpwS1UyjBXFk7gFM7Bg2uowD1UoQYEhvACU3h1tDNx3pz3eWnGWfQcwx85Hz9a5ZRm</latexit>

10�5
<latexit sha1_base64="Cks9ZMOAqmYIGhZfb/fLzL0XjZg=">AAAB8XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXCiZQY3uJHHjEhO5JDCSTinQ0HYmbceETHgIl+DGuPUJfBAXvo0dYKHgnzT58v/npOecIOJMG9f9djIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gpsNYEVolIQ9VI8CaciZp1TDDaSNSFIuA03owuEvz+jNVmoXy0Qwj6gvck6zLCDbWqnvuU3J+NWrnC27RnQotgzeHwu3nONWk0s5/tTohiQWVhnCsddNzI+MnWBlGOB3lWrGmESYD3KNNixILqv1kOu4InVing7qhsk8aNHV/dyRYaD0Uga0U2PT1YpaaZ4H4L27GpnvjJ0xGsaGSzP7qxhyZEKXrow5TlBg+tICJYnZcRPpYYWLskXL2Dt7i1stQKxW9i2LpwS2UL2GmLBzBMZyCB9dQhnuoQBUIDOAFJvDqaGfsvDnvs9KMM+85hD9yPn4AXG2UZw==</latexit>

10�6
<latexit sha1_base64="pWmJdlDX2IKYYeis1vYIvdMTvG0=">AAAB8XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXCiZQaPuJHHjEhO5JDCSTinQ0HYmbceETHgIl+DGuPUJfBAXvo0dYKHgnzT58v/npOecIOJMG9f9djIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2zu5efv+gpsNYEVolIQ9VI8CaciZp1TDDaSNSFIuA03owuEvz+jNVmoXy0Qwj6gvck6zLCDbWqnvuU3J+NWrnC27RnQotgzeHwu3nONWk0s5/tTohiQWVhnCsddNzI+MnWBlGOB3lWrGmESYD3KNNixILqv1kOu4InVing7qhsk8aNHV/dyRYaD0Uga0U2PT1YpaaZ4H4L27GpnvjJ0xGsaGSzP7qxhyZEKXrow5TlBg+tICJYnZcRPpYYWLskXL2Dt7i1stQKxW9i2LpwS2UL2GmLBzBMZyCB9dQhnuoQBUIDOAFJvDqaGfsvDnvs9KMM+85hD9yPn4AXfWUaA==</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="JG5CSkfHtf8s0m5holvZLv7Zr+A=">AAAB8XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXCiZARPdSeLGJSZySQBJp3Sgoe1M2o4JmfAQLsGNcesT+CAufBs7wELBP2ny5f/PSc85fsSZNq777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRXYexIrRGQh6qpo815UzSmmGG02akKBY+pw1/eJfmjWeqNAvloxlFtCNwX7KAEWys1fDcp+SyPO7mC27RnQmtgreAwu3nJNW02s1/tXshiQWVhnCsdctzI9NJsDKMcDrOtWNNI0yGuE9bFiUWVHeS2bhjdGadHgpCZZ80aOb+7kiw0HokfFspsBno5Sw1L3zxX9yKTXDTSZiMYkMlmf8VxByZEKXrox5TlBg+soCJYnZcRAZYYWLskXL2Dt7y1qtQLxW9crH04BYqVzBXFk7gFM7Bg2uowD1UoQYEhvACU3h1tDNx3pz3eWnGWfQcwx85Hz9ZXZRl</latexit>

10�4
<latexit sha1_base64="NKYi3bBQCg3kRVDmj2EMDgFysZE=">AAAB8XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXCiZQRLdSeLGJSZySQBJp3Sgoe1M2o4JmfAQLsGNcesT+CAufBs7wELBP2ny5f/PSc85fsSZNq777WTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf2D/OFRXYexIrRGQh6qpo815UzSmmGG02akKBY+pw1/eJfmjWeqNAvloxlFtCNwX7KAEWys1fDcp+SyPO7mC27RnQmtgreAwu3nJNW02s1/tXshiQWVhnCsdctzI9NJsDKMcDrOtWNNI0yGuE9bFiUWVHeS2bhjdGadHgpCZZ80aOb+7kiw0HokfFspsBno5Sw1L3zxX9yKTXDTSZiMYkMlmf8VxByZEKXrox5TlBg+soCJYnZcRAZYYWLskXL2Dt7y1qtQLxW9q2LpwS1UyjBXFk7gFM7Bg2uowD1UoQYEhvACU3h1tDNx3pz3eWnGWfQcwx85Hz9a5ZRm</latexit>

10�2.5
<latexit sha1_base64="Snbi/2HKxVqgHnM0ORDElbNeh2w=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsAguNCRV0Z0FNy4r2Ie0sUymk3bozCTMTIQS+hWufG3ErR/gh7jwb5y0XWjrgQuHc+7l3nuCmFGlXffbmptfWFxazq3kV9fWNzYLW9s1FSUSkyqOWCQbAVKEUUGqmmpGGrEkiAeM1IP+ZebX74lUNBI3ehATn6OuoCHFSBvp1nPv0qOSczpsF4qu445gzxJvQooXn48ZnirtwlerE+GEE6ExQ0o1PTfWfoqkppiRYb6VKBIj3Edd0jRUIE6Un44OHtr7RunYYSRNCW2P1N8TKeJKDXhgOjnSPTXtZeJhwP+zm4kOz/2UijjRRODxrjBhto7sLAC7QyXBmg0MQVhSc66Ne0girE1MeZODN/31LKmVHO/YKV27xfIJjJGDXdiDA/DgDMpwBRWoAgYOD/ACr1ZiPVtv1vu4dc6azOzAH1gfPzzElNs=</latexit>

10�3.5
<latexit sha1_base64="9KeFhjdTBT4hQERkMT21RxkMy5A=">AAAB83icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIzHxoJtd0OhNEi8eMZGHgZXMDgNMmJndzMyakA1f4cnXxXj1A/wQD/6Ns8BBwUo6qVR1p7sriBhV2nW/rczC4tLySnY1t7a+sbmV396pqTCWmFRxyELZCJAijApS1VQz0ogkQTxgpB4MLlO/fk+koqG40cOI+Bz1BO1SjLSRbj33LjkuOaejdr7gOu4Y9jzxpqRw8fmY4qnSzn+1OiGOOREaM6RU03Mj7SdIaooZGeVasSIRwgPUI01DBeJE+cn44JF9YJSO3Q2lKaHtsfp7IkFcqSEPTCdHuq9mvVQ8Cvh/djPW3XM/oSKKNRF4sqsbM1uHdhqA3aGSYM2GhiAsqTnXxn0kEdYmppzJwZv9ep7Uio5XcorXbqF8AhNkYQ/24RA8OIMyXEEFqoCBwwO8wKsVW8/Wm/U+ac1Y05ld+APr4wc+TpTc</latexit>

10�4.5
<latexit sha1_base64="wA8j3tDpnFv8mwHXmvbCb4pxIuM=">AAAB83icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxoJtdxOhNEi8eMZGHgZXMDgNMmNndzMyakA1f4cnXxXj1A/wQD/6Ns8BBwUo6qVR1p7vLjzhT2nG+rczC4tLySnY1t7a+sbmV396pqTCWhFZJyEPZ8LGinAW0qpnmtBFJioXPad0fXKZ+/Z5KxcLgRg8j6gncC1iXEayNdOs6d8lxyT4dtfMFx3bGQPPEnZLCxedjiqdKO//V6oQkFjTQhGOlmq4TaS/BUjPC6SjXihWNMBngHm0aGmBBlZeMDx6hA6N0UDeUpgKNxurviQQLpYbCN50C676a9VLxyBf/2c1Yd8+9hAVRrGlAJru6MUc6RGkAqMMkJZoPDcFEMnMuIn0sMdEmppzJwZ39ep7UirZ7YhevnUK5BBNkYQ/24RBcOIMyXEEFqkBAwAO8wKsVW8/Wm/U+ac1Y05ld+APr4wc/2JTd</latexit>

Fiber radius ✏
<latexit sha1_base64="sBXhHx5Em3BggOj6FHmMgAhUS6Y=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFlsBQ9Sknqox4IgHivYD2hD2Wwm7dLNJuxuhBJ69Jd4VC/i1Z/hwX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWaen3CmtON8W4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APjxqqziVFFo05rHs+kQBZwJammkO3UQCiXwOHX98M/M7jyAVi8WDniTgRWQoWMgo0UYa2Ce3zAeJJQlYqnClD4liPBaVgV12qs4ceJW4OSmjHM2B/dUPYppGIDTlRKme6yTay4jUjHKYlvqpgoTQMRlCz1BBIlBeNn9gis+NEuAwlqaExnP190RGIqUmkW86I6JHatmbiZd+9J/dS3V47WVMJKkGQRe7wpRjHeNZIDhgEqjmE0MIlcyci+mISEK1ia1kcnCXv14l7VrVvarW7mvlRj1PpIhO0Rm6QC6qowa6Q03UQhRN0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfi9aClc8coz+wPn8AyN6W4w==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="A4s5oP0xGkXP31TXZ6jkTKViA/g=">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</latexit>
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Figure 9. The gray polygon shows the convergence of the Keller-Rubinow slender body theory
and our BVP-based method when the centerline is fixed and the fiber radius shrinks, at about the
same order we observed in the other tests, O(ε1.69). The dashed reference curve is O(ε2). The
upper boundary of the gray polygon gives the ∞-norm while the lower boundary is the 1-norm;
the 2-norm values appear as ×markers inside the polygon. The similarity of the convergence in the
1- and∞-norms suggests that the convergence must be uniform in the centerline coordinate s, as is
the case (top panel of Fig. 8). The blue, yellow, and green colored polygons describe tests wherein
the fiber centerline approaches itself while its radius decreases simultaneously. In these cases the
∞-norm stagnates while the 1-norm continues to decrease, suggesting that the breakdown of the
Keller-Rubinow formulation is local in s (lower three panels of Fig. 8).

also need to reconsider our choice to use the full SVD for the numerical linear algebra. A fast multipole method
may be an appropriate strategy for larger sized problems [33].

Given the adequate performance of the inexpensive Keller-Rubinow formulation for isolated sections of the
fiber, a hybridization of the two methods might provide another way to reduce the computational expense relative
to the method presented here.
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Appendix A. The Bishop frame and fiber surface

Here we give more specific information on our surface geometry construction using a quaternion-based initial
value problem. We first describe the continuous formulation and then give numerical details.

A.1. Defining the Bishop frame using an initial value problem. Let γ : [0, 2π] → R3 be a twice-differentiable
and periodic curve parameterizing the centerline of a closed fiber. We do not require an arclength parameterization,
that is, we require only |γ′| > 0 instead of |γ′| = 1. The unit tangent vector and its derivative with respect to s are
defined by

T (s) =
1
|γ′|
γ′,(28)

T ′(s) =
1
|γ′|
γ′′ −

γ′ · γ′′

|γ′|3
γ′.(29)

Because the vector T is perpendicular to its derivative, it traces out a closed loop on the unit sphere as s ranges from
0 to 2π. We wish to find vectorsN (s) andB(s) which together with T (s) form an orthonormal frame. The simplest
method, due to Frenet, is to setN = T ′/|T ′| andB = T ×N ; these definitions are local in the sense that we need
to know γ and its derivatives only at a fixed s in order to determine the frame {T (s),N (s),B(s)}. However, the
Frenet normal and binormal vectors are undefined wherever T ′ = 0, or equivalently whenever the acceleration γ′′

is a scalar multiple of the velocity γ′. A far-from-pathological example where this occurs is the boundary of the
unit ball in the `4 norm in the plane, which has the polar parameterization r(s) =

(
cos4 s + sin4 s

)1/4
. We therefore

use an alternative global frame which is defined as the solution to a certain initial value problem. Let T0 = T (0)
and letN0 andB0 be any vectors completing the frame at s = 0. Then define ω = ω(s) by

(30) ω = T × T ′ +
|γ′|α

L
T

where α is a constant scalar to be determined later and L is the total length of the path γ. Now consider the
differential equation of rotation

(31) v′ = ω × v.

If the initial condition is v0 = T0, we find that the solution is v(s) = T (s); to see this, use the triple cross product
formula (A ×B) ×C = (C ·A)B − (C ·B)A to write

(32)
(
T × T ′ +

α

2π
T

)
× T = (T · T )T ′ − (T · T ′)T + 0 = T ′.

This is a global definition for T which is identical to the local version (28). However, we can also solve (31) with
the initial conditions v0 = N0 and v0 = B0 to obtain unit vector functions N (s) and B(s). These complete the
frame for each s ∈ [0, 2π], for if v1 and v2 are solutions of (31), we have d

ds (v1 ·v2) = v1 ·(ω×v2)+(ω×v1)·v2 = 0,
showing that evolution under (31) does not change lengths or angles between vectors.

The parameter α determines the speed of rotation about T and therefore affects the evolution of N and B but
not T . We require a value of α giving a periodic frame: N (2π) = N (0) andB(2π) = B(0). This value of α is not
unique; one can always add an integer to obtain another periodic frame whereN andB twist around T a different
number of times on [0, 2π]. One method of choosing α is to solve (31) with α = 0 and then examine the rotation
carrying {N (2π),B(2π)} to {N0,B0}; then we set α to be the angle by which the initial and final N and B differ
and solve (31) again.

By defining the scalar functions κ1 = 1
|γ′ |T

′ ·N , κ2 = 1
|γ′ |T

′ ·B, κ3 = α
L , we can make the differential equation

(31) equivalent to the usual formulation of the Bishop frame, which is to start with arbitrary κi and evolve the
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differential equation

(33)
d
ds

TN
B

 = |γ′|

 0 κ1 κ2
−κ1 0 κ3
−κ2 −κ3 0


TN
B

 .
There is a factor of |γ′| on the right side of (33) because we have not assumed an arclength parameterization.

We can now use the centerline curve γ and the orthonormal frame {T ,N ,B} to define the fiber surface: let

(34) X(s, θ) = γ(s) + ε cos(θ)N (s) + ε sin(θ)B(s).

The Jacobian of this transformation and the normal vector pointing out of the fiber into the fluid can be calculated
directly fromXθ ×Xs by writing all vectors in the right-handed basis {T ,N ,B}. The surface normal is

(35) ν(s, θ) = cos(θ)N (s) + sin(θ)B(s)

and the area element is

(36) J(s, θ) = ε|γ′|
(
1 − ε cos(θ)κ1(s) − ε sin(θ)κ2(s)

)
.

A.2. Quaternion-based numerical calculation of the Bishop frame. We will focus on the case where the cen-
terline γ is defined as the Fourier interpolant of some discrete set of points in R3 rather than by a symbolic formula.
In this setting we wish to compute the frame vectors and their derivatives accurately. To reduce the number of inde-
pendent quantities which must be numerically integrated from six (forN andB, since T is known independently)
to four, we use a formulation in terms of quaternions. We write quaternions as vector-scalar pairs: q = (z, r) is the
same as q = z1i + z2 j + z3k + r. Then we employ a reformulation of (31) derived by [4]:

(37) q′ =
1
2

(ω, 0) ∗ q.

Here the symbol ∗ denotes the noncommutative multiplication of quaternions, and a reformulation of (37) using
the vector dot and cross products is

(38) q′ =
1
2

(
z′, r′

)
= (rω + ω × z,−ω · z) .

We then solve (37) with the initial condition q0 = ((0, 0, 0), 1) to obtain a solution as a path in R4. From this we
can obtain T andN andB from

(T (t), 0) = q(t) ∗ (T0, 0) ∗ q(t)−1(39)

(N (t), 0) = q(t) ∗ (N0, 0) ∗ q(t)−1(40)

(B(t), 0) = q(t) ∗ (B0, 0) ∗ q(t)−1.(41)

This formulation has the advantage that the computed frame {T ,N ,B} is exactly a rotated version of {T0,N0,B0},
even in the presence of numerical errors in the computation of q(t). The disadvantage is that numerical error in q(t)
may cause the globally computed T to differ from the local one, i.e. (39) may not be identical to (28). One may
assess the accuracy of the integration by comparing the two versions. Furthermore, one can take advantage of the
local method of computing T by adding an auxiliary rotation spinning the global version of T towards the local
one. This amounts to adding a term to (30):

(42) ω(t) = T (t) × T ′(t) +
α

2π
T (t) + 10T num(t) × T (t).

In (42) the vector T is computed from the local definition (28) while the vector T num is the global version (39).
Typically these are nearly identical and so their cross product is small, i.e. (30) and (42) are very similar. The
constant factor of 10 is a heuristic which improves the accuracy of the computation without significantly increasing
the stiffness of the problem. We use the SciPy integration routine solve ivp [38] to solve (37) with both absolute
and relative error tolerances set to 5 · 10−14.

Appendix B. Quadrature for single- and double-layer potentials on a slender fiber

We now construct quadrature rules for the single- and double-layer potentials on thin tubes. Let the centerline
γ(s) and fiber surfaceX(s, θ) be constructed as above. If the integrand were smooth, the doubly periodic geometry
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singularity at s = s⇤ = ⇡
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Figure 10. The quadrature is designed to integrate a singularity of order 1/r at a source point.
Above, we show the rule generated for a fiber surface which approaches the origin three times,
specifically for the centerline (26) with H = 0.8 and ε equal to one fifth of the gap size. The
color on the fiber surface indicates distance from the source point, or more precisely |γ(s)−γ(s∗)|.
The source point (s∗ = π, θ∗ = 0) is visible at the center of the figure on the rear fiber branch.
The quadrature nodes cluster in nested squares around the singularity, as the right-hand figure
indicates. Below this we plot the same quadrature nodes in the flat sθ-plane. The innermost
region is decomposed into six triangles and the outer region is broken into rectangles where we
use rescaled Gauss-Legendre-trapezoid grids. If the singularity moves in the circumferential (θ)
direction, the quadrature rule can be periodically shifted and reused; for different centerline values
s∗ the rule must be regenerated.

would be well suited to quadrature on a regular grid (double trapezoid rule). However, we have not found a way to
take advantage of the double periodicity for the singular integrands required in the velocity and traction integrals
(16)-(17). Instead, we decompose the fiber surface into subregions by s. The inner region consists of all s satisfying
|γ(s) − γ(s∗)| < 5ε; this is then further split into six triangles, each of which has a vertex at the source point. The
outer region is divided into subrectangles where we use an exponentially rescaled Gauss-Legendre integration in
the s-direction and the trapezoid rule in the θ-direction, thus taking advantage of periodicity in one of the two
directions. The procedure accounts for situations where the fiber centerline approaches itself and resolves the
integrand more finely as needed. An example of the resulting quadrature nodes is given in Fig. 10. Our quadrature
generation procedure relies on knowledge of the fiber centerline geometry and the critical centerline value s∗; thus
the rules must be regenerated for each new centerline and even for each new value of s∗. However, they can
be shifted periodically and reused when s∗ is fixed but θ∗ changes. The accuracy and size of the quadrature is
controlled by a single parameter qn and the total number of nodes is O(q3

n). The results presented in this paper used
values of qn ranging from 30 to 45. We give a more detailed description in the following subsections.

B.1. Inner region: integration of the singularity using triangles. We begin by describing a quadrature rule for
the square [−1, 1]2 which is well adapted for a 1/r singularity with angular dependence at the origin. Consider first
the triangle T with vertices at (0, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1). An integral over T can be transformed to an integral on the
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square [0, 1]2 via

(43)
∫

T
ψ dA =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
ψ (uv, u) u dv du.

This mapping expands the region around the singularity, providing a regularizing factor which yields a smooth and
bounded integrand on the square. We use an outer product of Gauss-Legendre integration rules in the uv-domain,
which leads to clustering of the nodes around the singularity in the triangular domain.

We use similar strategies for the other five subtriangles depicted on the right panel of Fig. 10. This leads to a
quadrature on the square [−1, 1]1. Finally, we shift and scale the square to the inner (singular) integration region
in the sθ-plane, that is, with θ ∈ (θ∗ − π, θ∗ + π) and s satisfying |γ(s) − γ(s∗)| < 5ε. The right and left halves are
scaled differently in s if |γ′| is not constant near s∗.

The total number of quadrature nodes in this inner region is 6q2
n. We have not carefully optimized this quadrature

for the inner region because the outer region generally requires more nodes.

B.2. Outer region: integration over multiple scales using rectangles. It remains to integrate over a region
where the integrand is smooth, that is, the part of the fiber surface where |γ(s) − γ(s∗)| > 5ε. We use an outer
product of one-dimensional rules: in the circumferential coordinate θ we use the trapezoid rule, while for the
centerline coordinate s we first subdivide and then use an exponentially rescaled Gauss-Legendre integration on
each subinterval.

The subdivision in s allows us to respond to the fact that the integration on the outer region becomes more
challenging as ε → 0. Indeed, the length of the outer domain in s is approximately 2π − 10ε|γ′(s∗)|, and the
singularity therefore lies at a distance of 5ε|γ′(s∗)| from either end of the integration interval; thus as ε → 0
the integration region approaches the singularity more closely. Therefore, when ε is small we want to put more
subintervals near the ends of the integration region.

The possibility of near self-intersection of the fiber centerline presents another integration challenge. In this
situation we may have a large increase in the value of the integrand inside a very narrow subregion which could
appear anywhere on the subinterval. We would like to concentrate some small integration subpanels in such self-
intersection zones.

We propose a method which addresses these issues, at the cost of becoming somewhat complicated and special-
izing to a specific fiber centerline and a specific value of s∗. We begin by placing subdivision markers at any value
of s where h(s) = |γ(s) − γ(s∗)| has a local extremum. Additionally, we place subdivision markers at any location
where log10(h(s)/(5ε)) has a positive integer value. This results in a concentration of fiber subintervals in any lo-
cation where the centerline approaches γ(s∗), including the ends of the outer integration region; the concentration
becomes more extreme as the fiber radius shrinks. However, if there are many local extrema this procedure may
produce too many subdivisions in places where the integrand is relatively smooth. Thus, we remove the subdivi-
sion markers at the extrema unless a centered-difference estimation of d2

ds2 log10(h(s)) gives a relatively large value
(greater than four times the average on a regular 30-point grid).

Once the subdivisions are finalized, we create outer-product rules for each subrectangle. We always use
nq trapezoidal nodes in the periodic θ-direction, while the number of nodes in the s-direction varies with the
length of the subinterval and the logarithmic change in the distance to the singularity over that subinterval. Con-
cretely, the number of quadrature nodes in s is the maximum of qn/2 and the greatest integer not exceeding
qn log10(hmax/hmin)/ + 5qn(sl − sr)/(2π). The integration in s is done via Gauss-Legendre quadrature after an
exponential transformation.

The exponential transformation is as follows. Let the integration interval be [sl, sr] × [−π, π]. We already know
the values h(sl) and h(sr) from the subdivision procedure referenced earlier. If these are equal, we use ordinary
Gauss-Legendre integration in s. If the endpoint values of h are unequal, that is, if one end of the corresponding
centerline section is closer to the singularity than the other, we carry out the transformation

(44)
∫ sr

sl

ψ(s) ds =

∫ 1

0
ψ
(
A + B exp(Ct)

)
· BC exp(Ct) dt

where

(45) A =
srh(sl) − slh(sr)

h(sr) − h(sl)
, B = (sl − sr)

h(sl)
h(sr) − h(sl)

, C = log(h(sr)/h(sl)).
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Figure 11. If the centerline is a figure-eight shape with a near self-intersection, γ(0) ≈ γ(π),
we need a quadrature rule that integrates the region near the singularity at s = 0 and the near-
approach at s = π carefully. We construct one by splitting the arclength s-domain into subregions
with boundaries located where the distance to the singularity takes geometrically spaced values,
or at extrema where the second derivative is especially large (for example, there are three extrema
within the subinterval with green dots, but they are ignored; in contrast, the minimum at s = π
becomes a subinterval boundary). The number of quadrature points on each subinterval is equal
to the quadrature parameter (qn = 8 here), multiplied by a factor which increases the number of
nodes if the subinterval is large in s or if f (s) takes on very different values inside the interval.
The logic is complicated but the algorithm runs quickly and allows the use of smaller quadrature
rules than would be necessary without this adaptive procedure.

This transformation comes from the fact that s(t) = A + BeCt is the solution of the first-order boundary value
problem

(46) s(0) = s`, s(1) = sr,
ds
dt

= C
(

s − sl

sr − sl
h(sr) +

sr − s
sr − sl

h(sl)
)

where the expression in large parentheses is the linear interpolation of h(s) on [sl, sr], and C is a proportionality
constant whose value is determined as part of the solution of the BVP. The consequence is that the product of ds/dt
and 1/h(s) should be approximately constant, so the transformed problem can be integrated with fewer quadrature
nodes. We apply Gauss-Legendre integration on the right-hand side of (44).

B.3. Convergence of the quadrature procedure. As the quadrature is an important ingredient in our overall
numerical method, and also an independent problem that may have value beyond the present paper, we present
some convergence results for three model integrands. These problems have similar behavior to those actually
needed for our matrix assembly but we have simplified them somewhat to make the results in this section more
replicable by others.

The integration domains are the tubes whose centerlines are given by (26) using H = 0.9, and whose circular
cross sections have radius ε ∈ {0.05, 0.005, 0.0005, 0.00005}. We do not reparameterize or rescale the centerline.
On each of these domains we consider three integrands which are singular at the point

(47) X(s∗, θ∗) =


1/20
√

3/20
0

 + ε


1/2
√

3/2
0

 .
This corresponds to taking s∗ = π/3 and θ∗ = 0 in a system where the centerline frame hasN (π/3) = (0.5, 0.5

√
3, 0),

that is, we can use the Frenet frame for these tests rather than the more specialized Bishop frame constructed in the
previous subsection in order to make the results more accessible. Writing r = r(s, θ) = X(s, θ) −X(s∗, θ∗), the
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definitions of our three model integrals are:

I1/r =

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

1
r

J(s, θ) dθ ds(48)

IS L =
1

8π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(r · x̂)(r · ŷ)
r3 cos(50s + 2θ)J(s, θ) dθ ds(49)

IDL =
−3
4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2π

0

(r · x̂)(r · ŷ)(r · ν)
r5 cos(50s + 2θ)J(s, θ) dθ ds.(50)

The first model integrand is the simplest: it is just the reciprocal of the distance to the source point. This first
integrand has a 1/r singularity at the source point, but none of the angular dependence on the divergence rate
that the single- and double-layer integrands display. The second integrand is one component of the single-layer
potential multiplied by a Fourier basis function. The third is one component of the double-layer potential multiplied
by a Fourier basis function. We have omitted the point-source terms for simplicity and because they are regular.

As the results of Table 4 indicate, we generally get thirteen to fifteen digits for the first integrand using between
10000 and 20000 quadrature nodes. The single- and double-layer integrals IS L and IDL approach zero more quickly
as ε → 0, but if we count the leading zeros as correct digits then we can claim a similarly good performance. To
improve on the last block of the table, that is, to get more than five significant figures in IDL for the smallest value of
ε, presents an interesting numerical challenge but is not a likely source of significant error in the overall numerical
method presented here.

The quadrature procedure presented here produces good results in the tests we considered, but we hope in the
future to find a simpler and more lightweight method.
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ε qn total nodes 1/r SL DL

5 · 10−2 9 2163 7.589782829235038e + 00 8.798999514900755e − 04 −2.218982313369795e − 02
13 4567 7.589782838734336e + 00 8.793815847738606e − 04 −2.220170156415448e − 02
18 9018 7.589782838781613e + 00 8.793927729055879e − 04 −2.220137549889306e − 02
24 15984 7.589782838781604e + 00 8.793927729104493e − 04 −2.220137549905115e − 02
31 26328 7.589782838781603e + 00 8.793927729104521e − 04 −2.220137549905804e − 02
39 41896 7.589782838781612e + 00 8.793927729104533e − 04 −2.220137549904386e − 02
48 63936 7.589782838781607e + 00 8.793927729104308e − 04 −2.220137549899438e − 02
58 93264 7.589782838781607e + 00 8.793927729104445e − 04 −2.220137549903136e − 02

5 · 10−3 9 1547 9.256886834463303e − 01 6.072425129519274e − 06 5.604153771271108e − 05
13 3274 9.256898147158956e − 01 6.081483386643081e − 06 6.352751747862048e − 05
18 6390 9.256898207485448e − 01 6.082225076874217e − 06 6.279410406542996e − 05
24 11424 9.256898207525426e − 01 6.082225851130320e − 06 6.279192290716310e − 05
31 18996 9.256898207525437e − 01 6.082225851541232e − 06 6.279192348132032e − 05
39 30138 9.256898207525388e − 01 6.082225851527452e − 06 6.279192298478882e − 05
48 45888 9.256898207525420e − 01 6.082225851528601e − 06 6.279192339740517e − 05
58 67019 9.256898207525425e − 01 6.082225851524810e − 06 6.279192336884141e − 05

5 · 10−4 9 1521 1.072470570163802e − 01 2.711766253259868e − 08 5.397620419211990e − 05
13 3211 1.072470604686221e − 01 2.712583826063939e − 08 5.406876081505809e − 05
18 6210 1.072470604378008e − 01 2.712525854659307e − 08 5.407833085385868e − 05
24 11064 1.072470604378060e − 01 2.712525879230430e − 08 5.407832974464318e − 05
31 18538 1.072470604378063e − 01 2.712525879697797e − 08 5.407833049027967e − 05
39 29328 1.072470604378077e − 01 2.712525879947280e − 08 5.407833147346922e − 05
48 44544 1.072470604378010e − 01 2.712525876683408e − 08 5.407833241615479e − 05
58 65018 1.072470604378035e − 01 2.712525877772501e − 08 5.407833337423479e − 05

5 · 10−5 9 1719 1.217324007891005e − 02 1.828438569716712e − 09 5.788310681316210e − 06
13 3588 1.217323962076407e − 02 1.829372530288228e − 09 5.883417669631449e − 06
18 6948 1.217323961763665e − 02 1.829372728188357e − 09 5.883541425090347e − 06
24 12432 1.217323961763635e − 02 1.829372722135347e − 09 5.883533250724377e − 06
31 20739 1.217323961763636e − 02 1.829372718474100e − 09 5.883539417174405e − 06
39 32799 1.217323961763877e − 02 1.829372719598264e − 09 5.883535786441918e − 06
48 49776 1.217323961764001e − 02 1.829372727088588e − 09 5.883559961474092e − 06
58 72732 1.217323961763658e − 02 1.829372712986068e − 09 5.883500032425172e − 06

Table 4. The numerical integration is challenging because of the singularity and the large aspect
ratio of the fiber surface. Here we report convergence results for three model integrands over four
orders of magnitude in the fiber radius. We get good results for the simplest problem I1/r using
fewer than 10000 function evaluations; for the modified velocity and traction integrals IS L and IDL
the accuracy is also good for large ε but decays when ε → 0. The results for IDL with ε = 5 · 10−5

could particularly be improved, although it is unlikely that this is a significant source of error in
our overall algorithm.
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